
CHAPrER V 

In a section tov1ard the end of the Criti~e of ~~!!}~ 

Kant deals not with taste in general but with our taste for cfrt 
in particular. Kant's discussion of our enjoyment of music bears 

directly on the question how the harmony of the f acul.ties is 

incorporated into his theory of taste. 

Kant considers the role of concepts in our response to 

musdm in the specific form of mathematical rules which might 
< . I 

describe the relationship between the tones or indiyidual repre-

sentations constituting the manifold in an actual experience o~ 

music. Consciousness of such .rules is not required for or involved 

in music's production of pleasure. He declares, 11mathematic~, · 

certainly, does not play the least part in the charm and movement 

of the mind produced by music. Rather, it is only the indispen-

sable condition of that proportion of the combining as w~ll as 

changing impressions·~hich.makes it possible to· grasp them all 

in one and prevents them from destroying one ru)other, and to .let 

them, rather 1 harmonize toward a continuous moverpent and quicken-

ing of the mind by affections that are consonant with it and 

thus Clead_7 to a comfortable self-enjoyment111 • If the 2njoyment 
0 

of music, as of any other object of taste, depends Qn the occurr-

ence of the harmony of the faculties, then '.vhat we have here is a 
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lucid description of a pleasure produced by a unification of a 

manifold achieved without any consciousness of conceptually 

formulated rules. An explanation of the object's disposition 
< 

to produce that harmony might involve reference to such rules 

(perhaps this is what Kant calls 11 indispensable conditions"). 

But the explanation of the enjoyment of the harmony turns on 

just the fact that the general cognitive objective of grasping 

a manifold and holding it together in the mind has been achieved • I 

without consciousness of constraint from any concept. 
\ 

vle have, in the foregoing Chapter, tried to show that 

harmony of the faculties is a state in which tl,1e subject~v~ 

condition of cognition, the unification of the manifold of intui-

tion, occurs without the use of a concept. we have also sought 

to establish that aesthetic response is the feeling of pleasure 

produced by this state of harmony between the imagination and 

the understanding. But the momentous issue is whether the state 

of_ harmony of the faculties is a ldnd of event such that i·ts 

preparation extends through time, but its occurrence is momentary. 

This impression gets confirmed on several grounds. There is Kant's 

claim that the state of the harmony of the faculties produces and 

is manifest in a feeling of pleasure. The feeling is temporally 
I 

discrete. Then the mudel of reflective judgment's accompliohment .•. 

of a cognitive objective is used to interJ?ret aesthetic response. 

An example of such an acconplishment is given by Kant as follOws: 

t.::l 
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nthe discovery ••• that two or more empirical heterogenous laws 

of natBre are allied under one principle that embraces them 

both 11 serving as the ground of a very apPreciable 'pleasure112
• 

A discovery would seem to be an event, no matter how-long it is 

in preparation, it is actually made in a single moment. · 

But i·t is peculiar to think of aesthetic response, our 

enjoyment of a piece of music or dramatic performance, of being 

anything like instantaneous. It seems natural to think of 

aesthetic response as temporally extended in a way that an event 

of accomplishment or moment, of fulfilment is not. What is .impor

tant to notice is that Kant sometimes describes· tll'e harmony of 

~he faculties as a temporally extended state. In calling the 

harmony a 11 play 11 of the mental powers 11 as quickened, by their 

mutual accord 11
, Kant definitely suggests that the feeling of 

aesthetic response as well as the f~lfilment of ~he general 

objective of cognition without the employment of a concept are 

extended through time. They are lik8 an activity rather than an . 
act or event. such a conclusion is also suggested by K_ant• s 

.reference, in his discussion of music,"' to the production of 11 a . I 
continuous movement and 'quickening of the mind by affections that 

are const.ant with it and thus ieads to a comfort8ble self-
1 

enjoyment 11
• In such passages Kant describes what is clearly a 

unified but also a tewporally extended psychological state. 

'rhere is no contradiction in interpr~ting the harmony of 

the faculties as an event, like a discovery, and 1yet also 

I 
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describing it in ·terms of a temporally extended mental activity. 

The concept of accomplishment mi~ht be taken as that of a kind 
0 

of event, and it also be thought of as that of a state of affair, 

obtaining through a period in which certain conditions are ful

filled. While there might be a particular moment at which.a 

given manifold of intuition first comes to be unified, it may 

also be the case that the presentation or reproduction of a 

manifold occupies a period of time, and that the state of its 

unification can likewise be regarded c:i.s occupying that extended 
\. 

period of time. such an explanation seems natural enough in the 

case of aesthetic response like musical performance and our 

enjoyment of it - both occupying and extending throughout that 

whole period. 

But all manifolds of intuition, be they presented by 

objects like paintings or musical performances,. are temporally 

successive. In the case of paintings, the manifolds exist com-

plete from the first. moment of intuition, in the case of music, 

they are successively intuited. The pleasure of aesthetic· res

ponse depends upon an unexpected unific~tion of a manifold. It 

obtains as~ng as the manifold continues to be presented~ 

its unity retains its appearance of contingency. Yet is should 
I 

be natural to suppose that the enjoyment engendered by that 

accomplishment as occupying a longer period of time. One conti-

nues to enjoy it in reflection upon i·ts occurrence, and so on, 

even if the ground of pleasure is the occurrence of an act or 
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event. The pleasure it produces may be a continuous psychological 

state more akin to an activity. Music, said shelley, "vibrates 

in memory". If the manifold pres en ted by an object of taste is 

itself temporally con~inuous, then the response to it will be 

an extended and develcping sense of its unity. Even if the mani

fold itself is fully unified at any given time, the pleasure it 

engenders may still be temporally extended. 
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